Abstract-The topological structure of the Internet -the interconnection of routers and autonomous systems (ASes) -is large and complex. Frequently it is necessary to evaluate network protocols and applications on "Internet-like" graphs in order und erstand their security, resilience, and performance properties. A fundamental obstacle to emulation and simulation is creating realistic Internet-like topologies of reduced order. We reexamine existing AS graph reduction algorithms and find that they struggle to capture graph theoretic properties of modern topologies and topologies obtained from different sources. We develop a new AS graph reduction method that performs weIl ac ross time periods and data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet graph is large and complex, even when represented at a coarse Autonomous System (AS) level [27] , [17] . Today, there are approximately ",,40,000 ASes with nuanced policy dictating their interconnection and data forwarding [10] . Research on the macroscopic behavior of the Internet is therefore frequently incomplete due to the practical challenges in obtaining vantage points, ground-truth, and validation. An alternative is to fully describe and model the Internet's ASlevel graph. While prior work has e.g., successfully simulated the AS-level Internet topology to better und erstand complex routing decisions [9] , SBGP, and RPKI [8] , simulation does not reveal crucial implementation-specific behaviors.
Advances in virtualization and computing power enable an attractive middle ground between real-world experimentation and simulation: emulation. For instance, several platforms virtualize commercial hardware and permit actual network router and switch operating systems to be run in emulation [5] , [14] , [20] . Rather than the time and resource-intensive task of building physical network topologies, emulated testbeds can rapidly create (and re-create) complex networks.
Emulation has been used by operators to test configurations [15] , while researchers have employed emulation to investigate route-leak detection, BGP convergence and stable paths [11] , network latency [7] , and CDN-ISP collaboration [21] . Unfortunately, the largest emulations reported in the literature use approximately 1,000 routers [15] , whereas the AS-level topology is an order of magnitude I arger.
We re-examine the problem of accurately reducing the size of a known Internet AS-level graph, while preserving its graph theoretic properties. In contrast to topology generators, e.g., [18] , [26] , [l3] , graph sampling removes edges and vertices, a technique that has been shown to outperform generative approaches [16] . A typical input to a graph reduction algorithm is the complete AS-Ievel topology, for instance as inferred via U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright CAIDA or RouteViews [12] , [19] . We make no claims as to the representativeness of these input topologies, and indeed prior work has shown them to be incomplete [4] .
Our starting point is the algorithms of Krishnamurthy et al. [16] , who focus specifically on AS graph reduction. We reexamine the quality of the reduced graphs from these existing algorithms (evaluated on topologies now over a decade old) on the modern Internet topology. Further, we investigate graph reduction performance on input topologies obtained from active probing (CAIDA's ITDK) [12] versus passive BGP (Routeviews) [19] . On these data, we find important deviations in the fidelity of the reduced graphs resulting from these prior approaches. Based on these findings, we introduce two new graph reduction algorithms specifically designed for Internet topology reduction: KDD and KKD. We show that KDD and KKD better preserve a wider variety of graph properties of interest for AS topologies than existing techniques.
BACKGROUND
Graph generation is well-studied. Constructive models such as Barabäsi-Albert, Waxman, Generalized Linear Preference, and Interactive Growth ( [25] , [2] , [28] , [6] ) have been implemented ( [18] , [13] , [26] ) to generate topologies that mimic graph properties of the observed Internet. However, prior analysis suggests that reductive approaches outperform constructive models [16] . As such, we focus on graph reduction: sampling large networks in order to obtain sm aller graphs that retain representative properties of the original graph or match those of a graph of similar number of vertices, or order.
Significant prior work has also examined graph reduction; a more comprehensive discussion is contained in [23] . Cem et al. reduce an AS graph from 2007 using Induced Random Vertex, Metropolized Random Walk and Random Edge sampling [3] . Whereas Cem examines degree distribution, clustering coefficient, and path length of a reduced graph compared to a single input graph, we compare against an unsampled topology of the same order from a previous snapshot in time. In addition, our work examines the graph spectra, hop-plot and sorted degree distributions. Vaquero et al. [24] introduce a Breadth-First Search (BFS) method for reducing the graph of routers within a single backbone service provider and evaluate end-to-end delay between various pairs in the reduced topology to those in real physical networks. By contrast, in this paper, we examine far larger AS-level topologies, and are concerned primarily with accurately representing graph theoretical characteristics within the reduced graphs. DHYB-X chooses between deletion of a random vertex/edge (DRVE) with probability X and deletion of a random edge (DRE) with probability (I-X) EBFS (Exploration by Breadth-First Search)
Avertex in the graph randomly selected a s the root node. Breadth-First Search algorithm is run until desired number of nodes visited; these nodes used to induce subgraph of original. EDFS (Exploration by Depth-First Search)
Avertex in the graph randomly selected as the root node. Depth-First Search algorithm is run until desired number of nodes visited; these nodes used to induce subgraph of original.
KDD (k-core decomposition -DRVE -DRE) Obtain k-core of the initial graph for largest k value such that the k-core contains more than n vertices. Remove vertices by DRVE from this k-core until n vertices remain, then delete random edges via DRE until m edges are present. See §IV-1.
Obtain k-core of the initial graph for largest k value such that the k-core contains more than n vertices. Remove vertices of degree k from this k-core until n vertices remain, then delete random edges via DRE until m edges are present. See §IV-2.
KrishnamUfthy performed some of the earliest work on reducing the entire Internet AS graph to a size suitable for emulation [16] rather than sampling networks in general, or sampling a particular portion of the Internet. In §V we reexamine this work by applying the Krishnamurthy's algorithms to modern AS topologies obtained from different SOUfces.
M ETHODOLOGY
Our methodology is four-fold : i) implement the reduction techniques of [16] ; ii) obtain topologies from different time periods and sources; iii) re-evaluate the reduction techniques in [16] ; and iv) develop improved reduction algorithms.
KrishnamUfthy [16] explores the first eight graph reduction methods summarized in in Table I . These can broadly be cIassified into three different categories: contraction, deletion, and exploration. Although we made contact with an author of [16] , we were unable to obtain their reduction implementation. We therefore re-implemented their reduction algorithms and validated against the same input topologies as in the original work. As shown in §V, our results using the same data are similar to their findings, but not identical.
We consider AS-Ievel topology data from two SOUfces over two timeframes (Table 11 ). RVI and RV2 are snapshots of AS-Ievel graphs constructed from the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) paths passively observed by Routeviews [19] . RVI is the identical dataset as used in [16] . CAIDAI and CAIDA2 also consist of AS-Ievel Internet-wide graphs, but are constructed using active traceroute probes [12] . By examining these varied data, we seek to test whether prior work overfits to particular time periods or data SOUfces. While neither of these topologies is complete or necessarily correct [4] , they represent the state-of-the-art publicIy available topologies.
We define a source-period as a timeframe over which a chronologically later (and, hence, larger) topology is reduced to a sm aller graph. Such areduction permits evaluation of the representativeness of the reduced graph by comparing its properties to the smaller, earlier topology (as opposed to artificially comparing against properties of the input topology). We study fOUf sOUfce-periods -RouteViews 2001-1998, Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) 2001-1998, RouteViews 2014-1998, and CAIDA 2014-1998. We refer to the initial instance as the chronologically most recent topology for each source-period (May 2001 or December 2014). We define the reduction end point as the number of nodes in the earliest topology for each source-period (in our work, these are instances from January 1998).
In order to recreate and validate the work of [16] , we examine RVI and reduce the AS graph from 7 May 2001 at 1800 to a graph on the order of the 24 January 1998 instance. To determine whether the reduction mechanisms remain valid, we reduce an initial instance of RV2 from 1 December 2014 to a graph with order of the snapshot from 1 January 1998 (a span of almost 17 years and anode reduction of 93%).
We note that the ability of the reduction methods to maintain the desired graph theoretic properties is often proportional to the degree of reduction. While we start with an initial graph and reduce to an endpoint graph, the algorithms are iterative and produce intermediate graphs. Thus, we create chronologically intermediate graphs in order to compare OUf reduction methods to the actual evolution of snapshots observed in our datasets (wh ich mirror the evolution of the Internet). In general, we have selected our intermediate graphs six months apart for the reductions from 2014 to 1998, and in four month intervals for the reductions from 2001 to 1998.
We evaluate a reduced graph against an unsampled snapshot of the same order. For example, if we reduce the RV2 graph from December, 2014 to a new graph with 22,640 nodes (a 51 % reduction), we find a historic Routeviews graph in our dataset of the same order 22, 640 historical Internet instance from January 1998, the reduction endpoint. In this fashion, we always compare the reduced graph to a topological snapshot when it was of the order we are targeting. The graph metrics we use are as follows: 1) Average degree.
2) Spectral analysis of the normalized adjacency matrices. We (as in [16] ) plot the 100 largest eigenvalues of these matrices. The magnitude of these eigenvalues provides an approximation of the degree of clustering in the 100 largest clusters within the graph. 3) Hop-plot, or cumulative distribution of vertex-pairs versus distance between the pairs in hops. 4) Sorted degree-distribution. In order to judge which graph reduction method is most successful in creating a graph matching the properties of earlier topology snapshots, we use the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the reduction method data point and the corresponding data point of the target topology:
where n is the total number of points compared, mi is the reduction method data point, and I i is the target graph's value. MAE measures the cumulative distance between the data of the target and the data obtained in our sampled graph, without accounting for the direction in which the error was realized (under or over). Further, because we find error values both less than and greater than 1, MAE does not under-emphasize the former or amplify the latter. Our results represent the average of 50 trials with different seeds.
IV. k-CORE REDUCTION
As we will show in §V, the best of the reduction methods, as determined by the fidelity to which they capture the endpoint's metrics, varies with the input AS graph considered. While Krishnamurthy et al. find that DHYB-0.8 perforrns best, we find that this value of 0.8 for a hybrid ratio overfits to the data -and that the reduction performance significantly depends on choosing a hybrid ratio appropriate for the input graph.
Motivated by the sensitivity of these algorithms to parameterization, we seek improved algorithms producing faithful reductions across our RVl, RV2, CAIDAl , and CAIDA2 (Table 11) datasets. To this end, we draw from prior work finding k-cores of AS-level Internet graphs to be self-similar [1] to create new reduction algorithms exploiting this self-similarity.
Let deg H ( v) be the degree of vertex v in subgraph H. For graph G with vertex set V(G), the k-core of Gis the maximal connected subgraph H of G such that: degH(v) ;::: k \Iv E V(H). Thus, a graph k-core is a connected subgraph in wh ich all nodes have degree at least k; if multiple such subgraphs exist, the k-core is the largest subgraph by number of nodes. For G with n nodes, the complexity of finding its k-core is . We create and analyze two k-core-based methods: 1) k-core decomposition -DRVE -DRE (KDD); and 2) k-core decomposition -k-deletion -DRE (KKD). 1) KDD: KDD takes as input an initial AS graph, and a target number of both vertices and edges. Beginning with the input graph, we compute successive k-cores until the (k + l)st_ core contains fewer than the target number of vertices. We retain the smallest k-core (largest k) with more nodes than the target, and proceed to reduce this k-core using DRVE until reaching the desired vertex count. Last, we remove random edges if they do not partition the graph until we reach the target number of edges. The largest k for our purposes is k = 2 in both RV 1 and CAIDA 1; k = 5 for RV2 and k = 8 for
CAIDA2.
The force behind the development of KDD stems from a desire to capture the most topologically important, highestdegree AS in the Internet graph, while removing less significant nodes based on degree. While degree is an imperfect indicator of graph structure and node importance, the highestdegree nodes most likely take part in the largest clusters within the graph, a desirable property to maintain. Further, highdegree ASes are more likely to have existed in earlier topology snapshots graphs than lower-degree nodes, against wh ich we ultimately compare our reduced graphs.
2) KKD: As with KDD, we compute successive k-cores until the (k + l) st -core contains fewer than the target number of vertices. We reduce the resulting k-core by randomly removing vertices with degree of k until reaching the target number of vertices. Last, we remove random edges if they do not partition the graph until we reach the target number of edges.
The motivation behind KKD is to understand the effect of different vertex removal methods after obtaining the smallest k-core. When the smallest k-core has been identified, the initial minimum degree of nodes within the graph is equal to k, though it may grow smaller as vertices of degree k are removed. While in our experiments removing nodes of degree exactly k is adequate to reach our target, this may not be possible in general.
V. R ESULTS

A. Reexamination of Prior Work
We reexamine the results of [16] when reducing RVl. Our goal is to both validate these prior findings and our implementation of their algorithms (publicly available [22] ). Our results largely mirror those of the prior work, with some minor discrepancies that we summarize here (füll results and analysis available in [23] .
We first examine average degree as compared to the target (earliest) AS topology instance. The deletion-hybrid (DHYB)-0.7 method produced an endpoint graph with the closest average degree, while [16] found DHYB-0.8 to be best. AIthough there is only a 0.247 average degree difference between DHYB-0.7 and 0.8, DHYB-0.7 is not mentioned in [16] while they find DHYB-0.5 and 0.6 to be secondary candidates. DHYB methods monotonically increase in average degree, necessarily including DHYB-0.7 among the best performers.
The hop-plot analysis finds a similar discrepancy. We find that DHYB-0.7 best matches the target topology hopplot, while [16] finds DHYB-0.8 performing best (MAE of 0.00606), with DHYB-0.5 and 0.6 following. We find DHYB-0.7 has an MAE of 0.00261, while the second best method, KDD produces an MAE of 0.00442. KKD produces the most representative sampled graph when considering the degree distribution, with an MAE of 0.469. Of the reduction algorithms studied in [16] , DHYB-0.7 again most closely matches the target degree distribution with a MAE of 0.604. Only spectral analysis confirms the exact conclusions of [16] . We find that DHYB-0.8 follows the Internet eigenvalue plot closest with a 0.00483 MAE. KDD is second best with an MAE of 0.0120.
Overall, our results vary slightly from those of the prior work when examining RVl. The differences are likely attributable to exploring more of the algorithm parameter space.
B. Modern Topologies
We next apply these methods to the more modern Routeviews data in RV2. In this source-period, the most recent instance is 1 December 2014 -an inferred AS-Ievel graph of order 49,185 and edge-set cardinality 107,5 17, tor an average degree of 4.37. The reduction endpoint is the order of the initial RV2 graph from 1 January 1998 (3,211 vertices and 5,611 edges, which is anode reduction of approximately 93.5 %). We further consider intermediate instances of RV2 evenly distributed on the first of June and first of December.
Figure l(a) shows average degree as a function of percent reduction for the various methods. The solid black line (labeled "Internet") corresponds to the metric values of a chronologically earlier and smaller instance taken unsampled from the same data source (RV or CAIDA). We thus evaluate the reduced graph against a true historic instance of the same size.
None of the non-DHYB methods approximate the target average degree curve well. DRVE is the best-performing non-DHYB method, but deviates [rom the average degree of the target after the 30% reduction mark and rapidly increases to the reduction endpoint. The DHYB reduction methods fare beuer, with DHYB-0.6 matching the target average degree most closely; the mean average degree of the 50 random trials is 3.56, which compares favorably to the 1 January 1998 Internet instance average degree of 3.49. DHYB-0.7 follows the target curve throughout much of the reduction. An inflection point is reached at about 70%, at which point DHYB-0.7 increases in average degree to around 4.4.
The spectral analysis of RV2 in Figure 2 (a) reveals DHYB-0.6 performing best (MAE of 0.00707). Our k-core methods also perform weIl, with KDD obtaining an MAE of 0.00843 and KKD an MAE of 0.0134. Interestingly, DHYB-0.8, observed to perform best in [16] , is seventh of the 18 algorithms with an MAE of 0.0762. DHYB-0.6 and KDD follow the target spectra weIl throughout all eigenvalues, but particularly throughout the lowest ordered (largest clusters). As seen in Figure 2 (a) we also observe the tendency of DHYB reduction methods' normalized eigenvalues to monotonically increase according to their probability value.
The hop-plot results for RV2 given in Figure 2 (b) produce a wide range of curves. Using contraction of a random edge (CRE), for example, results in a most-reduced graph in wh ich approximately 85% of vertices are within 2 hops of each other. Conversely, in DRE, a comparable fraction of vertices are within 7 hops of each other. Several methods compare favorably to the target hop-plot at various hops; exploration by Depth-First Search (EDFS) most closely follows the target curve (MAE of 0.00366). DHYB-0.7 and 0.6 model the target fairly weIl with MAE of 0.00520 and 0.0102 respectively. At some hop values, we notice significant deviations from the target. For example, hop = 3 tor DHYB-0.6 exhibits a difference of '" 1 0 % of vertex pairs, indicating that the tail of the CDF is longer compared to target graph.
Finally, Figure 2 ( c) examines the degree distribution of the reduced graphs. CRE follows the target degree distribution poorly in both RV2 and RV 1 as it tends to create one high degree vertex. Methods that approximate the highestdegree vertex tend to overestimate the degree throughout the remaining vertices, while the rest of methods follow the target weIl throughout the middle and low ranked vertices, but fail to approximate the highest-degree vertex by several hundred. In particular, contraction of a random vertex/edge (CRVE) has a mean highest-degree vertex of ",631, compared to 640 for the target instance. However, CRVE overestimates the degree of the remaining vertices. KKD, KDD and DHYB-0. For average degree, we find DHYB-0.6 most closely matching the target graph, as compared to DHYB-0.7 for RVl. Spectral analysis of CAIDA1 reductions show DHYB-0.7 to perform best (MAE of 0.00367) as compared to DHYB-0.8 for RVl. Hop-plot analysis finds KDD and DHYB-0.7 to best fit the target (MAE of 0.00359 and 0.00405); DHYB-0.7 performed best in RV 1. Finally, KKD most closely models the CAIDA1 target degree distribution (MAE of 0.486).
2) CAIDA 2014-1998: Figure l(b) shows that the average degree of the initial instance is approximately eight, or twice that of the comparable Routeviews topology. This degree difference imparts surprising differences in the various algorithm performance. DHYB-O.l best captures average degree, followed closely by DHYB-0.2 and deletion of a random vertex (DRV). These reduction methods did not perform weIl with the previous RV1, RV2, and CAIDAI datasets; the comparable RV2 source-period average degree was best approximated by DHYB-0.6, and no non-DHYB methods fared weil. DHYB-0.1 produces an average degree of 0.509 below the earliest historical target, while DHYB-0.2 and DRV exhibit average degrees differences of 0.486 and 0.405 above.
Spectral analysis further highlights the difference among data source. As seen in Figure 3(a) , DHYB-0.2 best reproduces the spectra on CAIDA2 (MAE of 0.00514), whereas the best for RV2 is DHYB-0.6, a 40% difference in hybrid probability. Further, the spectral analysis top performer in CAIDAI is DHYB-0.7. KDD and KKD are the second and third best algorithms (MAE of 0.00650 and 0.0102).
The hop-plot metric, shown in Figure 3(b) , similarly finds the DHYB techniques with low hybrid ratios performing best. DHYB-0.3 most closely matches the target (MAE of 0.00877).
While DHYB-0.7 consistently performed weIl for RV1, RV2, and CAIDA1, here it ranks eleventh of the 18 reduction algorithms studied (MAE of 0.0519). The degree distribution plot for CAIDA2 is given in Figure 3(c) . DHYB-O.l best captures this metric, whereas DHYB-0.7 is the best of the non-k-core algorithms for RVI and DHYB-0.5 is the best nonk-core reduction for RV2 and CAIDA 1.
D. k-core
Among the metrics and datasets we consider, our k-core algorithms do not always produce the best fit to the target metric; however, they are regularly among the top three. Thus, while the other algorithms we consider are relatively sensitive to the input data, the k-core algorithms perform consistently weil, suggesting that our k-core algorithms generalize weil to Internet-like graphs. Table Irr summarizes our results. We do not perform average degree comparison for KDD and KDD as they take a target edge number as input and reach the target average degree precisely. We observe that the spectra of graphs from KDD outperform KKD; the spectra of KKD graphs are higher on average than those of both the target and KDD. This is likely due to the removal of only the k-degree vertices in the second step of KKD which preserves the largest, most connected clusters. KDD perfonns nearly as weil as the best perforrning DHYB reduction methods, despite the fact that these have hybrid probabilities differing by 40%, indicating that KDD weil maintains spectral properties of the target even through a high percentage of reduction. Figures 2(c) and 3(c) show the degree histograms of KDD and KKD. In both RV2 and CAIDA2, these methods produce highest-degree vertices with degrees of several hundred less than the target, while we observe above-average performance from the 100 to 1 vertex degree range. KKD models the target better than KDD throughout much of the degree range; KDD tends to produce a slightly higher degree high-degree vertex, however. Against all 18 reduction methods examined, KKD is the best method to capture the degree histogram in three of the four source-periods, and is one of the top four for CAIDA2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We first re-examine and validate the graph reduction work of [16] , and then examine the soundness of the results given modern topologies obtained from different sources. We find that a single probability parameter of the recommended algorithm (DHYB) from [16] can result in poor reductions depending on the input topology. Given this finding, we developed two novel k-core reduction algorithms to preserve the most central nodes and important graph structure. Across four different topologies our k-core reduction algorithms consistently perform weil by accurately capturing spectral properties, hop-plot distribution, and degree distribution. Our results suggest that the performance of KDD and KKD are less sensitive to the input graph.
While our k-core decomposition methods show promise across varied sources and periods, there are several areas that warrant further research. In order to strengthen our findings that k-core reduction methods outperfonn other graph sampling algorithms, a rigorous examination of these methodologies should be undertaken to determine the mathematical underpinnings behind their metric-preserving properties. Because KDD and KKD require a target edge count, an enhancement to the algorithm could optimize over the number of edges to identify an edge count that best matches the target metrics. We leave as future work an evaluation of k-core sampling to reduce IP and router-level topologies, as weil as non-Internet graphs and Internet-like graphs created constructively.
